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To be the global leader for improving women’s health 
through education.

We promise to provide you with exceptional experiences, a 
collaborative community and essential resources that make you 
and your institution more succesful.

Inspire leadership and achievement of professional 
educators who train and influence medical students, 
residents and fellows on women’s health care. 

1) Commitment to teachers and teaching 2) Passion for excellence in women’s health care education 3) Collaboration among 
professionals 4) Innovation in educational tools, resources and techniques 5) Maintain the following six core competencies:
 > Medical knowledge    > Patient care    > Professionalism   > Interpersonal communication
 > Practice-based learning: personal improvement  > System-based practice: system improvement

ABOUT APGO
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A  fresh look for C

APGO.org
The recent launch of the newly redesigned 
APGO website culminated a two-year 
undertaking of research and implementation, 
commanding the attention of the APGO staff 
for much of FY2016. The new website offers 
APGO members a sleek modern design, im-
proved navigability, mobile responsiveness, a 
personalized membership portal and a 
stable and scalable infrastructure, which will 
keep up with the consistently growing traffic 
on our site.

k
k
kMISSION

BRAND 
PROMISE kVALUE 

PROPOSITION

kCORE VALUES

To promote excellence in women’s health care by providing 
optimal resources and support to educators who inspire, 
instruct, develop and empower women’s health care providers 
to improve the qulity of life for all women.

VISION 



he extraordinary organization that is APGO continues to grow, change, serve and lead 
in ways that we could never have envisioned when the Association was first founded 
more than 50 years ago. Ever responsive to the needs of its members, APGO continues 
to reinvent itself driven by changes in women’s health care and medical education. The 
Association has provided leadership in new teaching modalities, tool kits for educators, 
assessment skills development and resources for its members, as well as helped train the 

next generation of teachers and leaders in our field through the highly 
respected 15-month Academic Scholars and Leaders (ASL) Program and 
its newer cousin, the Surgical Education Scholars (SES) Program. The 
winter Faculty Development Seminar and the APGO Clerkship Directors’ 
School ensure that students are exposed to talented, committed and 
skilled teachers when they first encounter our specialty. Above all 
this, networking, shared problem solving and collegiality define the 
organization.  
 With such a legacy, what should the future of our organization 
be? I believe that an appropriate role is for APGO to take the lead in 
moving medical education toward what could be called “evidence-based 
education.” Just as medicine has embraced the concept of evidence-
based practice—care driven by objective data and inquiry—it is time 
that we teach using tools and techniques that are informed by quality 
educational research and theory. Just as we have moved from processes 
to outcomes, we must now abandon apprenticeship and stock didactics 
in favor of tools and techniques geared to a new generation of learners 
and materials to be assimilated.  
 To accomplish this, several things must occur: We must make 
a commitment to the process, and we must provide good tools and 
subject our practices to rigorous and continuous re-evaluation. We have 
begun this process by asking that presenters at our meetings provide 
an assessment of the “strength of evidence,” and a description and 
justification of the teaching methods to be used. During presentations, 
this should be disclosed at the same time as any biases. At the combined 
CREOG & APGO Annual Meeting, we will present a breakout session that 

draws attention to an education research evaluation tool (at left), MERSQI, that can be 
used to assist in the design of education research projects or evaluate published studies. 
We will be enhancing the capabilities of the APGO abstract database and encourage all 
members to consult this resource when considering projects—you can quickly avoid 
duplications and shortcomings encountered by others, find potential collaborators, or take 
a project to the next level.
 Together, the talented educators who make up APGO can be the vanguard in 
improving medical education—something we have always done and will continue to do as 
we create evidence-based education.  
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2016-2018 APGO President

MESSAGE FROM the president

T

MERSQI RATING SYSTEM

> Level A—Recommendations are  
  based on good and consistent  
  scientific evidence.
> Level B—Recommendations are  
  based on limited or inconsistent 
  scientific evidence.
> Level C—Recommendations are    
  based primarily on consensus 
  and expert opinion.



Endowments
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THE 2016 5K SUDS 
RUN & WALK 

The March APGO Networking Reception & Fundraiser 

was the most successful yet! More than 250 members and 

friends came together in New Orleans, Louisana, to raise more than 
$13,000 for the APGO Make a Difference Campaign. 

This annual fundraiser for 
APGO, held during the Martin L. 
Stone, MD, Faculty Development 

Seminar, raised 

$5,117 
from 89 participants.

January 10, 2016

Susan M. Cox, MD, 
and Doug Morris

Susan M. Cox, MD, and 
Doug Morris Breakfast, APGO 
Martin L. Stone, MD, Faculty 

Development Seminar

William N.P. Herbert, MD
William N.P. Herbert MD, 

Promising Educator Award

Martin L. Pernoll, MD
Martin L. Pernoll, MD, 

Educator

Nancy and Martin L. Stone, MD
APGO Martin L. Stone, MD, 

Faculty Development Seminar

The APGO Medical Education Endowment Fund Grant Program provides 
financial support to stimulate research and innovations in health care 
education. Each year, the APGO Development Committee identifies key topics 
of interest to fund. Grants (up to $15,000 per project) are made to APGO 
members in good standing who submit a written proposal and budget for 
a project that strives to improve women’s health education by innovative 
approaches. Projects demonstrating a direct, measurable, positive impact on 
medical student education will be most competitive for the award.

This year’s grant recipients were: 
Category: Integrating basic sciences into the clinical years/clinical curriculum:
University of Rochester, Principle Investigator Wendy Vitek, MD, “Adapt: 
A Novel Serious Game to Teach or Review Maternal and Fetal Physiology.” 
Grant amount: $14,961.
Category: Open category for best ideas to advance women’s health care 
through education: University of South Florida, Principle Investigator Shelly 
Holmstrom, MD, “Medical Student Abuse: An Obstetrics and Gynecology 
Perspective.” Grant amount: $15,000 

2016 MEDICAL EDUCATION 
ENDOWMENT FUND GRANT PROGRAM

APGO NETWORKING RECEPTION & FUNDRAISER
March 3, 2016

APGO news



For the second year, APGO collaborated 
with Obstetrics & Gynecology to produce 
an electronic supplement to the “Green 
Journal.” The second supplement was 
published in October 2016 and contained  
full-length manuscripts and abstracts from 
the 2016 CREOG & APGO Annual Meeting.  
   It also featured 

work by the APGO 
Academic Scholars 
and Leaders and 
APGO Surgical 
Education Scholars 
programs, selected 
oral presentations 
and prize-
winning posters. 
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At left, Dr. Tammy Sonn, MD, of Washington University–St. Louis School of Medicine, the recipient of the 2016 William N.P. Herbert, MD, 
Promising Educator Award at the 2016 Martin L. Stone, MD, Faculty Development Seminar. She is accompanied by Meg Autry, MD, 
APGO past president. At right, Joseph (Mac) Ernest III, MD, formerly of Carolinas Medical Center, was presented with the 2016 APGO 
Lifetime Achievement Award by Sue Cox, MD, and Meg Autry, MD, at the 2016 CREOG & APGO Annual Meeting. 

OBSTETRICS & GYNECOLOGY 
“GREEN JOURNAL”

NEW APGO RESOURCES

Introduced in 2016, “Managing Nausea and 
Vomiting of Pregnancy (NVP)” is the only app 
designed to raise awareness of NVP, educating 
all parties affected by the condition and 
managing and treating the symptoms. The app 
was created for use by medical educators to 
facilitate learning opportunities between faculty and students. There 
is a component that will allow faculty and students to have more 
meaningful interactions with their patients. The app is available for 
free download on the Apple App Store and the Google Play Store.

APGO’S FIRST APP: MANAGING 
NAUSEA AND VOMITING OF PREGNANCY 

INDUCTION OF LABOR LEARNING MODULE
“Induction of Labor,” the latest addition to APGO’s Educational Series on 
Women’s Health, is interactive case-based teaching module is for use by 
obstetrician-gynecologist educators in instructing medical students and 
residents to help them understand common issues that may arise during 
labor and delivery. The module, supported by an unrestricted grant from 
Ferring Pharmaceuticals, is based on the latest research evidence, clinical 
guidelines and expert opinion. It will also serve as a valuable resource for 
practicing physicians and other health care professionals, including nurse 
practitioners and physician assistants.

APGO HONOREES



APGO SCHOLARS

The APGO Academic Scholars and Leaders Program 
(ASL) advances education in obstetrics and gynecology 
by providing physician-faculty with the skills and 
knowledge necessary to be outstanding teachers. 
The 2016 graduating class met in August 2015 at the 
Westin Hotel in Annapolis, Maryland, for the last of 

their educational sessions before graduating in March 
2016. Graduating scholars presented their projects as 
posters at the 2016 CREOG & APGO Annual Meeting in 
New Orleans, Louisiana. The 19th class of ASL scholars 
begins in January 2017.

APGO ACADEMIC SCHOLARS & LEADERS PROGRAM

& scholarships
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2016 Class of Academic Scholars and Leaders

2016 Class of Surgical Education Scholars (see right page)
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APGO SURGICAL EDUCATION SCHOLARS PROGRAM 
The APGO Surgical Education Scholars (SES) 
Program teaches obstetrics and gynecology 
faculty how to develop and implement 
surgical education curricula at their home 
institutions and prepares them to conduct 
multi-institutional research and validation 
of surgical education methodologies. The 
2016 graduating class met in September 
2015 in Southfield, Michigan, for the last 
hands-on simulation sessions before 
graduating in March 2016. Graduating 
scholars presented their projects as 
posters at the 2016 CREOG & APGO Annual 
Meeting in New Orleans, Louisiana. The 
second class of Surgical Education Scholars 
began in September 2016. 

As part of APGO’s commitment to actively engage 
international ob-gyn educators, the APGO International 
Scholarship enables international attendees to participate 
in the APGO Martin L. Stone, MD, Faculty Development 
Seminar. A stipend of up to $5,000 is paid to the sponsoring 
member institution to help defray the awardee’s costs 
associated with this scholarship. The 2015 recipient was 
Joseph Ngonzi, MbcHB, MMed, Mbarara University of 
Science and Technology, Uganda, through the Department 
of Obstetrics & Gynecology at Massachusetts General 
Hospital. 

APGO INTERNATIONAL SCHOLARSHIP

Membership of the 2016-2018 SES class, in skills labs. 



The APGO Testing and Self-Assessment Committee meets each 
July to review questions from the APGO Undergraduate Web-
Based Interactive Self-Evaluation (uWISE) and the Preparation for 
Residency Knowledge Assessment Tool (PrepforRes) to ensure they 
comply with current medical guidelines and recommendations. 
Subscriptions continue to be strong for these two resources, with 
more than 177 teaching institutions using these assessments for 
their students and first-year residents.
 In 2016, the committee welcomed two new members, 
Shireen Madani Sims, MD, from the University of Florida College of 
Medicine, and Jonathan Schaffir, MD, from the Ohio State University 
Wexner Medical Center. Committee members edited 261 uWISE 
questions and 120 PrepforRes questions. They also developed and 
finalized new questions for both exams.  
 During the summer meeting, committee members explored 
uWISE related studies to be conducted including looking at 
geographic variations on student performance. Committee members 
also analyzed how the current testing platform is being used and 
determined new ways to assess the tests and data within a newly 
developed APGO testing platform.
 This year, the committee published, “Assessing the 
Knowledge of Fourth-Year Medical Students in Milestones Level 1.” 
Marzano D, Kobernik E, Cox S, Dalrymple J, Dugoff L, Hammoud M.  
Med. Sci. Educ. Published online July 2, 2016.
 Members of the committee include: Maya M. Hammoud, 
MD, Chair; Susan M. Cox, MD; John Dalrymple, MD; David Marzano, 
MD. Shireen Madani Sims, MD; and Jonathan Schaffir, MD.

news
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TESTING & SELF-ASSESSMENT COMMITTEE

APGO COMMITTEE & TASK FORCE

APGO CAPSTONE 
COMMITTEE

The APGO Capstone Committee was 
created for the purpose of reviewing, 
improving and ensuring the future 
of APGO’s most valuable member 
education programs. The four Capstone 
programs are the APGO Martin L. Stone, 
MD, Faculty Development Seminar, the 
APGO Academic Scholars and Leaders 
program, the APGO Surgical Education 
Scholars program and the APGO 
Clerkship Directors’ School. 
 In the last five years, each 
of the programs have undergone an 
in-depth comprehensive review and 
and interim reviews annually. The 
Capstone Committee members made 
recommendations on the content, 
evaluation and sustainability of each 
of the programs to the program chairs. 
During the tenure of the committee, the 
programs made significant changes to 
their curriculum, and steps were taken 
to optimize their budgets. Business 
plans and a scorecard system was 
created for each of the programs, 
making the annual reporting much 
more streamlined and easier for the 
APGO Board to review. During the 2016 
meeting, the Capstone Committee 
determined that its work was complete 
and the APGO Board could take over the 
annual review of these programs. The 
Committee was disbanded in August 
2016.
 Members of the committee 
included: Susan M. Cox, MD, Past 
Chair; Lorraine Dugoff, MD, Chair, Maya 
Hammoud, MD; Nancy Hueppchen, MD; 
Arthur Ollendorff, MD; and Roger 
Smith, MD.



UNDERGRADUATE MEDICAL EDUCATION COMMITTEE 
Over the past year, the committee has made 
the seamless transition to a new Undergraduate 
Medical Education Committee (UMEC), and 
harnessed the energy of the creative group to 
organize the APGO Martin L. Stone, MD, Faculty 
Development Seminar, and Clerkship Directors’ 
School 101, 201 and 301.
 The committee continues to contribute 
sessions to the CREOG & APGO Annual Meeting. 
Collaboration with CREOG has been strengthened 
as the two organizations work together to deliver 
the Step Up to Residency curriculum to fourth-
year medical students at the ACOG Annual Clinical 
Meeting.
 Major projects in development include the 
revision of the Basic Clinical Skills Curriculum, 

completion of the Milestones Curriculum and 
a pilot of the POWER program. UMEC continues 
to contribute monthly articles to the APGO 
e-Bulletin. We also have liaisons representing the 
committee on the APGO Technology Committee 
and the Alliance for Clinical Education (ACE). The 
committee would like to extend a heartfelt thanks 
to Donna Wachter and the entire APGO staff for 
their support. 
 Members of the 2016 Committee include 
Archana Pradhan, MD, MPH, Chair; Susan Bliss, 
MD; Latasha Craig, MD; David Forstein, DO; Elise 
Everett, MD, Scott Graziano, MD; B. Star Hampton, 
MD; M. Laura Hopkins, MD; Samantha Buery-Joyner, 
MD; Margaret Mackenzie, MD; Helen Morgan, MD; 
and Sarah Page-Ramsey, MD.
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APGO leaders and industry partners participated 
in their annual meeting and networking events in 
August 2015 and March 2016. They had one-on-
one meetings with the APGO Board of Directors to 
discuss where gaps may exist in medical student 
and resident education in women’s health and 
how as an organization APGO and industry 
members can help close those gaps.
 Members of the committee are John 
Dalrymple, Chair; Courtney Peck, AbbVie; Tonya 
Conklin, AbbVie; Waleed Shalaby, MD, Amag 
Pharmaceuticals; Richard Lynen, MD, Bayer 

HealthCare Pharmaceuticals; Gerard Nahum, 
MD, Bayer HealthCare Pharmaceuticals; Carole 
Boyer, Duchesnay; Richard Verde, Ferring 
Pharmaceuticals; Luba Soskin, MD, Ferring 
Pharmaceuticals; Corrado Altomare, MD, Shionogi; 
Heather Tuccolo, Smith & Nephew Gynecology/
Medtronic; Mark Jespersen, Jespersen & 
Associates; and Carrie Mansfield, Jespersen & 
Associates. 
 The committee meetings are held with 
members of the APGO Board of Directors and 
APGO Development Committee members.

CORPORATE LIAISON COUNCIL



DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE
The APGO Development Committee is composed of 
senior leaders of APGO who provide leadership and 
oversight of APGO’s grants for new project initiatives, raise 
unrestricted funds for identified projects and spearhead 
activities with the APGO Corporate Liaison Council (CLC). 
The Development Committee meets twice a year in 
conjunction with the APGO Board of Directors and the 
APGO Corporate Liaison Council.
 Together with the APGO staff, the committee 

detailed current APGO activities and financial support 
for major projects and focused on ways to ensure 
funds to support major APGO programs and create 
ways to enhance the engagement of our APGO 
membership and develop potential new resources.  
 Members of the committee are Nadine Katz, 
MD, Chair; John Dalrymple, MD; Nancy Gaba, MD; Maya 
M. Hammoud, MD; James Neutens, PhD; Hope Ricciotti, 
MD; and Roger Smith, MD.

TECHNOLOGY COMMITTEE

Over the last year, the Technology 
Committee (formerly Electronic 
Resources Committee) received 
a new name and brainstormed 
new ways to leverage technology 
to best carry out APGO’s mission. 
The centerpiece technology is 
our new APGO website, including 
state-of-the-art software that 
manages custom member 
profiles and better facilitates 
the online learning experience. 
This technology is now scalable, 
adding bandwidth as needed, 
which keeps the experience quick 
during times of high utilization.
 Current activities of the 
Technology Committee include 
1) reviewing new online grant-
funded program materials, 
including the 2016 APGO grant 
project, “Religious, Ethical and 
Cultural Impacts on the Delivery 
of Reproductive Healthcare: A 
Program for InterProfessional 
Education (RECIPE)” and 2) 
reviewing and cataloging 
abstracts from the 2016 CREOG 
& APGO Annual Meeting so they 
can be placed in a searchable 
database.
 At the September 2016 
Technology Committee meeting, 

the members brainstormed 
a number of future activities 
to implement in 2017, such 
as 1) leveraging technology 
to facilitate evidence-based 
education research; 2) facilitating 
better collaboration within the 
community of women’s health 
educators using social media 
and website tools 3) Developing 
an APGO-administered faculty 
development certification 
program, leveraging management 
systems to track faculty and 
resident completion of online 
development modules, issuing 

“badges” or certificates of 
completion for LCME and ACGME 
documentation purposes; and 
4) reviewing and implementing 
a new APGO-funded project 
that augments the Effective 
Preceptor Series with a series of 
complementary video modules.
  Members of the committee 
are Bret Barrier, MD, Chair; Roger 
Smith, MD; Seine Chiang, MD; 
Julie Covarrubias, MD; Melissa 
Wong, MD; Gabrielle Gosman, 
MD; D. Yvette LaCoursier, MD; 
and LaTasha Craig, MD (UMEC 
Representative).

APGO COMMITTEE & TASK FORCE news
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The APGO Academic Scholars and Leaders program’s 
purpose is to enhance education in obstetrics and 
gynecology by preparing ob-gyn physician-faculty 
through a rigorous 15-month curriculum to possess 
the skills and knowledge necessary to be outstanding 
teachers and educational administrators. In August 
2016, the task force selected 24 scholars to begin the 

course in 2017. They also developed the course for 
the 2017-2018 program and appointed faculty and 
mentors for the scholars. 
 Members of the task force are Lee Learman, 
MD, PhD, Chair; Debra DaRosa, PhD, program director; 
Nancy Hueppchen, MD, MSc; Jody Steinauer, MD; Hope 
Ricciotti, MD; and Kimberly Kenton, MD.

The APGO Surgical Education Scholars (SES) program 
teaches ob-gyn faculty how to develop and implement 
surgical education curricula at their home institutions 
and prepares them to conduct multi-institutional 
research and validation of surgical education 
methodologies. The 2016 graduating class met in 
September 2015 in Southfield, Michigan, for their 
last hands-on simulation sessions before graduating 
in March 2016. Graduating scholars presented their 

projects as posters at the 2016 CREOG & APGO Annual 
Meeting in New Orleans, Louisiana. The second cycle 
of SES began in September 2016.  
 Members of the committee are Nancy Gaba, 
MD, Co-chair, Arthur Ollendorff, MD, Co-chair, Ted 
Anderson, MD, PhD, Erika Banks, MD, Lynn Amy 
Boardman, MD, John Fischer, MD, Karen Noblett, MD, 
Steven Swift, MD, Robert Flora, MD, MBA, MPH, and 
Anne Thomas, RN, BSN, BSRRT.

ACADEMIC LEADERS AND SCHOLARS ADVISORY COMMITTEE

SURGICAL EDUCATION SCHOLARS ADVISORY COMMITTEE

APGO TASK FORCE ON EDUCATIONAL SCHOLARSHIP

APGO DIVERSITY & INCLUSION  COMMITTEE
The APGO Diversity and Inclusion Committee was 
created to develop a forum for supporting APGO’s 
diversity and inclusion efforts. It works to identify 
ways to engage underrepresented groups in 
leadership roles within the organization, develop 
recommendations to allow broader participation of all 
members in programs, activities, and leadership roles, 
and provide recommendations for the development of 

resources related to cultural competency. This year, the 
committee continued its successful mentoring program, 
pairing underrepresented minority students with 
residents. 
 Current members of the committee are Carol 
Major, MD; Chair, Ruben Alvero, MD; Joel Barcelona; 
Adrianne Dade, MD; Eduardo Lara-Torre, MD; Ebony 
Mackey, MD; and Maggie Vill, MD.

The APGO Task Force on Educational Scholarship serves 
as an oversight group to ensure high-quality educational 
research manuscripts are submitted to the education 
supplement of Obstetrics & Gynecology. The purpose 
of the supplement is twofold: 1) to provide improved 
opportunities for scholarly dissemination in medical 
education in obstetrics and gynecology, and 2) to allow 
medical educators the ability to build on previous work 

and network with others who have similar interests. 
Seven full manuscripts and a number of abstracts were 
published in the October 2016 edition of Obstetrics & 
Gynecology.
 Current members of the task force are Amy 
Young, MD; Chair, John Dalrymple, MD; Rebecca Jackson, 
MD; Nadine Katz, MD; Lee Learman, MD, PhD; Michael 
Moxley, MD; Roger Smith, MD; and Steven Swift, MD.
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The APGO Clerkship Directors’ School 
is designed for clerkship directors of 
all experience levels and consists of 
three parts: Parts 101 (“The Basics”) 
and 201 (“Beyond the Curriculum”) 
were held during the APGO Martin 
L. Stone, MD, Faculty Development 
Seminar on Saturday, January 9, 
2016. The advanced 301 course, 
“Keeping Your Ob-Gyn Clerkship 
the Big Easy!” was held during the 
CREOG & APGO Annual Meeting on 
Wednesday, March 2, 2016. 
 This program, created and 
taught by members of APGO’s 
Undergraduate Medical Education 

Committee (UMEC), is designed 
to address some of the most 
challenging aspects of the ob-
gyn clerkship. In addition to new 
directors, the Clerkship Director’s 
School is ideal for faculty members 
considering becoming a clerkship 
director in the near future. 
 All sessions include a 
combination of short plenary 
sessions, special focus topics, 
roundtable discussions, and small 
and large group interactive sessions. 
In 2016, UMEC introduced the 
new “Innovation Station” section, 
made up of interactive, low-fidelity 

simulations or tools that can be 
implemented in the clerkship. 
 The curriculum for all three 
parts of the program covers both 
the basic foundational elements of 
the clerkship and new, innovative 
approaches to the clerkship. A 
certificate of completion is issued 
to attendees who complete all 
three sections of the school within 
a three-year period. Part 301 also 
provides an opportunity for clerkship 
coordinators and directors to meet 
jointly during a special lunchtime 
session covering areas of interest to 
physicians and their coordinators.

APGO MEETINGS & programs
MARTIN L. STONE, MD, FACULTY DEVELOPMENT SEMINAR

CLERKSHIP DIRECTORS’ SCHOOL

The 2016 APGO Martin L Stone, MD, Faculty 
Development Seminar, “Changing Tides: 
Navigating the Educational Seas,” was 
held January 9–12, 2016, at the Hyatt 
Regency Coconut Point Resort and Spa in 
Bonita Springs, Florida. The meeting was 
organized by the APGO Undergraduate 
Medical Education Committee, headed by 
Program Co-chairs Archana Pradhan, MD, 
MPH, B. Star Hampton, MD, and Margaret 
L. McKenzie, MD. 
 Keynote speakers included Debra 
A. DaRosa, PhD, as the Martin L. Pernoll, 
MD, Educator, and plenary sessions from 
Darrell G. Kirch, MD, Nadine Katz, MD, David 
A. Hirsh, MD, and Andrew J. Satin, MD. 
The Susan M. Cox, MD, and Doug Morris 
President’s Breakfast Session was given 
by Meg Autry, MD, and the Lunchtime 
Learning Session was presented by Linda 
Bradley, MD, of the Cleveland Clinic, who 
discussed how medical educators can 
effectively navigate their careers in her 

talk, “Navigating Your 
Professional Seas: The 
Fork in the Road.” 
 More than 40 
accepted workshops 
submitted through the 
call for abstracts were 
integrated into the 
three-day program as 
small workshop and 
round table sessions. 
During the meeting, 
the 2016 William N. P. Herbert, 
MD, Promising Educator Award 
was presented to Tammy Sonn, 
MD, Washington University. 
 More than 250 APGO 
members, Clerkship Coordinators 
and physicians took advantage 
of professional development and 
networking opportunities that will 
help advance both their careers and 
program at their institutions. 



The 2016 CREOG & APGO Annual Meeting, “The 
Big & Not So Ea$y: Today’s Challenges in Medical 
Education,” was held March 2–5, 2016, at the Hyatt 
Regency New Orleans in New Orleans, Louisiana. The 
Program Co-chairs were Patrice M. Weiss, MD, and 
Steven E. Swift, MD. 
 The Warren H. Pearse, MD, Lecture, “Our 
New Mandate to Redesign Women’s Health Care,” 
was presented by Neel Shah, MD, MPP, of Harvard 
Medical School. Additional keynote addresses 
integrated into the three-day program included, 
“Curiouser and Curiouser: Value of GME,” by Nancy 
Howell Agee, president and CEO of Carilion Clinic, and 
“Burnout Prevention & Leadership Development for 

Physicians,” by 
Dike Drummond, 
MD, and CEO of The 
Happy MD.
 APGO’s 
Undergraduate 
Medical Education 
Committee 
(UMEC) planned 
several sessions 
throughout the 
annual meeting 

program including the breakout sessions, “Journal 
Watch: Research in Medical Education,” “Teaching 
the Obstetrics and Gynecology Medical Student in 
the Operating Room” and “How to Handle the Cajun 
Spices: LCME 2016—New Standards, New Strategies.” 
UMEC members also presented two Focus Breakfast 
sessions, “Creating a Tasty Patient Safety Jambalaya 
for Your Medical Students” and “Bringing All Players 
into the Superdome: Making Interprofessional 
Education Easy.” 
 Topics covered at the meeting included 
mentoring, professional burnout and community-
based physicians. Total attendance was an all-time 
high of 1,270. APGO thanks Duchesnay USA, Bayer 
HealthCare Pharmaceuticals and Myriad Genetic 
Laboratories, Inc.,  for their support of the meeting 
and for promoting successful women’s health 
education programs.
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CREOG & APGO ANNUAL MEETING



s the Secretary-Treasurer, I am pleased to report that APGO’s financial 
stability continues to be strong. During fiscal year 2016, APGO’s net 
assets increased by $440,000. APGO’s investments are divided between 
three funds: The APGO Board Designated Fund, APGO Medical Education 

Endowment Fund and the APGO Capstone Fund. During the year, we continued 
the Make a Difference Campaign and held two successful fundraising activities, 
the Annual APGO 5K Suds Run and the APGO Networking Fundraiser, occuring 
during the January and March meetings, respectively. We continued to receive 

pledges to the APGO Capstone Fund, Stone Fund, and the Herbert 
and Pernoll funds. I want to thank the membership and leaders for 
their unwavering support of the APGO fundraising efforts throughout 
the year. Due to your generosity, contributions to these funds totaled 
$424,039 in fiscal year 2016.
 Each year, the APGO Development Committee determines the needs 
of the membership and the organization and allocates funding from 
the investment accounts to various APGO programs and projects. 
In fiscal year 2016, a total of $119,660 in grant funding was used 
to support the APGO Lifetime Achievement Award, International 

Scholarship Program, Resident and Medical Student Breakfasts, two grant-funded 
projects to the APGO membership, the William N. P. Herbert, MD, Award, the 
Martin L. Pernoll, MD, Educator, the electronic supplement of the “Green Journal” 
and the Academic Scholars and Leaders Program. At the end of the fiscal year, the 
investment fund balance was $5,471,551.  
 Early in the year, the APGO board authorized $200,000 toward the 
development of a new website, launched in December 2016. This new website 
offers APGO members a sleek modern design, improved navigability, mobile 
responsiveness, a personalized membership portal and a stable and scalable 
infrastructure that will keep up with the consistently growing traffic to our site. 
 I am honored to serve in the capacity of Secretary-Treasurer of an 
organization with the mission of improving women’s health, not only in the 
United States, but around the globe. We enter fiscal year 2017 fiscally sound, 
which will allow us to once again offer many new resources and programs that 
will continue to move our mission forward.

A
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APGO STATEMENT 
OF FINANCIAL POSITION
Year ending June 30, 2016

CURRENT ASSETS 
 
Cash and cash equivalents $850,055 
Accounts Receivable  $0
Prepaid expenses  $52,950 

TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS  $903,005 
 
FIXED ASSETS 

Property and equipment  $107,945 
Web Site   $520,174 
Software   $10,159 
Leasehold improvements $12,537 
Less accumulated depreciation ($388,373)

TOTAL PROPERTY & EQUIPMENT $262,442 
 
Investment   $5,471,551 
Lease Deposits   $3,168 

TOTAL ASSETS   $6,640,166 
 

LIABILITIES AND UNRESTRICTED NET ASSETS  

CURRENT LIABILITIES 
Accounts payable 
   and accrued expenses $172,698 
Payables   $29,950 
Deferred revenue  $493,940
 
TOTAL CURRENT LIABILITIES $696,588 
 
NET ASSETS 
Unrestricted   $1,950,999 
Unrestricted, 
   designated by Board     $2,061,572 
Capstone Fund   $832,889 
APGO Medical Education 
   Endowment Fund       $626,921 
  
TOTAL UNRESTRICTED NET ASSETS $5,472,381 
 
Temporarily restricted  $471,197 

TOTAL NET ASSETS  $5,943,578 

TOTAL LIABILITIES 
   AND NET ASSETS  $6,640,166

APGO STATEMENT OF 
REVENUE AND EXPENSES
Year ending June 30, 2016

2016 Annual Report | 15

     TEMPORARILY
REVENUE  UNRESTRICTED  RESTRICTED TOTAL
Meetings  $816,603   $816,603 
Publications  $176,832   $176,832 
Grants/Contributions $270,288 $156,080  $426,368 
Dues   $588,910   $588,910 
Interest and Dividends $132,417   $132,417 
Other Income     $2,303      $2,303 
Satisfaction of 
    Restrictions  $131,204 ($131,204)         $0 

TOTAL REVENUE  $2,118,557 $24,876   $2,143,433 
   
EXPENSES   
Major Corporate 
    education programs    $44,934       $44,934 
Specialized foundation
    programs     $65,346       $65,346 
Endowment fund RFP    $50,757       $50,757 
Development activities    $9,955        $9,955
Management and general  $917,532     $917,532
   
Meetings         $407,245     $407,245 
Other program 
    expenses     $440,778     $440,778 

TOTAL EXPENSES  $1,936,547   $1,936,547 
 
Change in net assets 
    from operations   $182,010  $24,876    $206,886 
   
Investment realized/
    unrealized, net   $107,416     $107,416 
     
CHANGE IN NET ASSETS   $289,426  $24,876    $314,302 
Net assets 
   beginning of year $5,182,955 $446,321  $5,629,276 

Net assets end of year $5,472,381 $471,197  $5,943,578
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